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Tonight’s Discussion
• The Opportunity
• The Evolution & Status of the Site
• Thinking Beyond Cleanup – The 3 Pieces
• Cleanup
• Site Ownership/Management
• Reuse/Development Planning

• The EPA Pilot Program
• Next Steps and Recommendations

The Opportunity: Beyond Cleanup
• Focus since the mid-1990s has been on cleanup of the Site
• Cleanup of toxics and protection of the public and natural resources
has been paramount
• The Vision: The 46 acre Site represents an valuable asset if the Town –
public and the leadership – refocuses and moves towards productive
and beneficial reuse of the Site, so that the public enjoys the benefits
of the Site and all that it has to offer
• How can the Town define and realize these benefits and how to get
there as quickly as possible?

The NMI Site – Current State
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Thoreau Hills
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Evolution of The Site
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site owned an operated to varying extents from 1957- 2011 by Starmet
MADEP involvement, 1980+
Numerous investigations 1980s-1990s
Partial cleanup of Holding Basin by Army (1998) overseen by the MADEP
Listed by EPA on National Priority List (NPL) as a “Superfund” Site in 2001
Superfund process began (ca. 2003) and advanced: investigation of the Site,
evaluation of alternatives, planning for the cleanup, and setting cleanup goals
• Formal Record of Decision (September, 2015)
• Consent Decree finalized, awaiting signoffs

• Site finally abandoned in 2011
• Multiple interim actions have been undertaken
• $77 Million spent to date

Interim Actions
• “Interim Actions” occurred in parallel to the main
cleanup process
• March 2002-April 2003: EPA conducts time-critical removal
actions to line the Holding Basin and cap the “Old Landfill”.
• 2005 - 2007: MassDEP conducts a removal action (with Army
funding) that results in removal of ~3,800 drums of waste
materials and 322 tons of DU from the facility.
• January 2008: After small fire, EPA conducts time-critical
removal action to remove certain hazardous and/or flammable
substances from buildings.
• November 2011 – August 2016: Non-Time-Critical Removal
Action (NTCRA) for building removal was undertaken
• July 2016-present – NTCRA for 1,4-dioxane groundwater
remedy to protect Acton town well

2005 Removal

NTCRA: Building Removal Complete

The Optimized “End Game” for the Cleanup and
Beginning of the Redevelopment is Dependent on
Three Pieces
Cleanup

Reuse
Plan

Town
Ownership

Final Cleanup
• EPA ROD issued in September 2015 after 14 years on the NPL
• Consent Decree for $125 Million RD/RA awaiting signature by Army
• Process moving slowly; need to keep the political pressure on
• Then:
• Remedial Design (RD) – Prelude to implementation of cleanup plan
• Remedial Actions (RA) – In stages, some quickly, others over time

• Though various aspects of the cleanup will take many years, site
development need not await final cleanup of all
components
• Need to engage stakeholders to accelerate process

Reuse and Site Development Plan
• Development of plan essential to mesh with cleanup
• Need to view 46 acre Site as a potentially vital asset
• A specific example of advancing Long Range Planning goals
•
•
•
•

Conservation
Sustainability
Affordability
Recreation and Public Health

• Possibly, financially neutral to the Town if 3rd party
investments encouraged
• Need to accelerate and finalize – 12-24 months

Site Ownership
• Pivotal piece, creating a “pull” on other elements
• Town authorized to take ownership (Article 2, 2015 Special Town
Meeting)
• EPA would like to see the Town taking ownership of the Site
• Would insure close EPA coordination with the Town during cleanup
and reuse efforts
• Would lower the barrier for future uses and attracting 3rd party
investment opportunities
• Can be facilitated through “Comfort Letter” process
and other actions by EPA and the Army on liens

EPA Superfund Pilot Program
• EPA Administrator commissioned a study in 2017 to improve
Superfund program
• A series of goals developed
• 42 recommendations to
accomplish goals some of which
apply to NMI Site
• Encourages Pilots: “ identifying
reuse candidate sites that
are selected to pilot innovative
tools and incentives”.
• NMI Site would be an
attractive Pilot
https://www.epa.gov/superfund/superfund-task-forcerecommendations

Why a Pilot Site?

EPA Superfund Recommendations and Pilot
Program
• Why become a “Pilot”? A Win-Win for the Town and for EPA
•
•
•
•
•

Help to mesh 3 pieces
Raise visibility of the site
Highlight successes of EPA
Highlight Town and community involvement
Engage Federal parties

• Concord in the lead. Be one of, if not the first in the U.S.
• On the vanguard of converting a toxic problem to a vital asset
• Highlight innovative technology and other tools

• View being a “Pilot” as a means to an end

• Means: visibility, attention, assistance, priority, interest
• End: Cleanup the Site and help launch into the reuse/redevelopment
phase

Next Steps - Recommendations
1. Authorize development of specific, concrete Site Reuse Plan (SRP)

• Coordinated with, but independent of, Long Range Planning efforts underway
• Article in Town Warrant in 2018 to begin process

2. Take action on ownership of the Site
3. Formally request inclusion of Site as EPA Pilot

• Accelerate and schedule interactions with EPA staff through “Pilot Program”
• Comfort letters, request waivers, and other considerations to accelerate #2

4. Authorize the 2229 Main Street Committee to lead the planning
and coordination efforts
• Focus on and assist with integration of pieces
• Add staff from Planning Division

